Emission levels as low as wood

AsWood™ is Dynea’s new family of low
emission adhesives. With emissions at the
same level as natural untreated wood,
AsWood is the ideal adhesive solution for
wood based products used in places
where people are particularly sensitive to
indoor air quality. For example:
kindergartens, schools, hospitals, homes,
offices and automobile interiors. AsWood
adhesives meet current as well as
projected formaldehyde emission
standards globally.

www.dynea.com/AsWood
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Dynea’s proprietary AsWood™ adhesive
solutions are currently available for formbending, solid wood lamination, flooring
/ parquet as well as for select composite
board applications. As we work together
with our customers to design tailored adhesion solutions based on AsWood technology, we will see a growing number of
applications for low emission solutions.
With Dynea’s new AsWood solutions customers can meet current and projected
emission requirements globally. This
promise is based not only on laboratory
results but has been verified under authentic conditions in long-term manufacturing trials.

AsWood™ performance
AsWood adhesive solutions are used in the
same way as traditional systems. They provide excellent mechanical strength, bond
strength and water resistance and are tailored to solve individual production and market challenges faced by each customer.

AsWood – helping meet
changing market needs
The challenges faced by you in your business and manufacturing processes change
with the demands of technology, the market
and public opinion. In Dynea, we are committed to deliver just what you need to help
you meet these challenges and secure future
business opportunities. By continuously improving the performance and value of our
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product and service technologies, we can help you
create value for your company as
well as for your own customers.
AsWood is the solution
for you whether you need
• emission levels to be at the same level as
natural untreated wood to enhance the
value of your end-product,
• safe-guard your brand image, or
• meet formaldehyde emission requirements
without losing product characteristics.
AsWood adhesive systems are tailored to meet
the individual production and market challenges faced by each customer.
AsWood from Dynea is an example of our
commitment to help customers meet changing
market needs.

We believe that
no two customers are the same.
The business and process challenges
you face are unique to you.
At Dynea we work with you in creating
the ideal balance of technology and service
to deliver the most cost effective solutions,
wherever you need them.
Just what you need – this is the promise
we make to our customers.

www.dynea.com

